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We onsider teleportation of an arbitrary spin-
1
2
target quantum state along the ground state of
a quantum spin hain. We present a deomposition of the Hilbert spae of the many-body quantum
states into 4 vetor spaes. Within eah of these subspaes it is possible to take any superposition
of states, and use projetive measurements to perform unit delity teleportation. We also show that
all total spin-0 many-body states belong in the same spae, so it is possible to perform unit delity
teleportation over any one-dimensional spin-0 many-body state. We generalise to n-Bell states, and
present some general bounds on delity of teleportation given a general state of a quantum spin
hain.
Quantum many-body spin Hamiltonians often have
highly entangled ground states, and an understanding
of entanglement may in turn lead to a greater under-
standing of the physis of many-body quantum systems
with strong orrelations[1℄. However, a denitive mea-
sure of multipartite entanglement is yet to be found,
though there exist several proposed measures [2, 3, 4℄.
In this Letter, we haraterise the entanglement ontent
of the ground states of several quantum spin hain Hamil-
tonians by its ability to teleport a state to an arbitrary
site.
The protool used for teleportation will be based
purely upon measurement, loal unitary operations, and
lassial ommuniation. It has reently been noted that
these operations are suient for universal QC (quantum
omputation)[5, 6, 7℄, partiularly as manifest in luster
state QC. Hene, haraterising the ability of a system to
perform high delity teleportation is useful for the pur-
poses of QC.
Teleportation over any Bell state by Bell basis mea-
surements is well understood[8℄. We begin extending
this protool by onsidering L pairs of partiles in ten-
sor produts of Bell states, whih provide a basis for
the Hilbert spae. We then show that we an deom-
pose this spae into lasses of states whih are equivalent
for the purposes of teleportation. The ground states of
several quantum spin hain Hamiltonians are onsidered.
Finally, we introdue a two omponent quantity, whose
magnitude lower bounds the average delity of a tele-
ported state.
Tensored Bell basis teleportation. Let us denote our
2-dimensional spin spae as V , with basis |↑〉 , |↓〉. Let vi
represent the standard Bell basis states, where the v0 is
the singlet state,
| v > | j k } | p q } X | v >
Bell−basis Measured
measurement wavefunction
(a)
Bell−basis MeasuredBell−basis Measured
| v > | j k } X | v >| p q }
measurement measurement wavefunctionwavefunction
(b)
Figure 1: A shemati representation of the proposed telepor-
tation protool, showing input state |v〉 and nal state X|v〉.
X is known from the measurement outome, (see Table I). (a)
A Bell basis measurement over a single pair of maximally en-
tangled spins, as in Eq. 2, represented by a solid line between
two sites. (b) A shemati representation of our protool for
a general spin quantum state, as in Eq. 3, with non-trivial
entanglement, represented by the dashed line. Here we as-
sume that the state
∣∣~j~k} lies within a Bell subspae, yielding
a pure output state, X|v〉.
v0 =
1√
2
(|↑〉 |↓〉 − |↓〉 |↑〉) . (1)
The other Bell states, vi may be written as vi =(
I ⊗X i) v0, where X0 = σI , X1 = σx, X2 = −σz,
and X3 = iσy, where the σ matries are the usual
Pauli matries for spin-
1
2 partiles. These states are si-
multaneous eigenstates of σx ⊗ σx and σz ⊗ σz. Let
us introdue the notation |kl} for Bell states suh that
σx ⊗ σx |kl} = k |kl}, and σz ⊗ σz |kl} = l |kl}. Multi-
partite states whih are amenable to use for teleportation
turn out to be simultaneous eigenstates of similar L-qubit
operators.
Let P |jk} denote the projetions onto the state |jk}.
Given a target state whih we wish to teleport, |v〉, and
2P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P |pq}
|jk}
|−−} |−+} |+−} |++}
P |−−} −X0 −X1 −X2 −X3
P |−+} X1 X0 −X3 −X2
P |+−} X2 X3 X0 X1
P |++} −X3 −X2 X1 X0
Table I: Unitary orretion, Xjkpq , to be inverted on the nal
qubit, where we start with a quantum state |v〉 ⊗ |jk} and
projet onto |pq} with P |pq} = |pq} {pq|⊗I . These orrespond
to either no orretion (X0), a bit ip (X1), a phase ip (X2),
or both a bit and a phase ip (X3)
a two partile Bell state |jk} over whih we wish to tele-
port it, we an simply perform a Bell-basis measurement
aross the target state, and half of the two-partile state,
as in Fig. 1 (a). We an make the following deomposi-
tion:
|v〉 ⊗ |jk} = 1
2
∑
p,q
|pq} ⊗Xjkpq |v〉 . (2)
where Xjkpq is one of the matries X
i
, as in Table I. We
an identify Xjkpq with a unitary orretion, whih we
must invert to yield the target state |v〉. We now ex-
tend this standard result[8℄ to larger systems by making
use of the fat that the matries X i form a group under
omposition.
For an even number L = 2L of spin- 12 partiles, we
dene the L-partile state
∣∣∣~j~k
}
= |j1k1} ⊗ . . .⊗ |jLkL},
where
~j = (j1, j2, . . . , jL) is a L-dimensional vetor. We
an then make the following deomposition
|v〉 ⊗ | ~j~k } = 1
2L
∑
~p,~q
| ~p~q } ⊗XjLkLpLqL . . . Xj1k1p1q1 |v〉 (3)
Sine the orretions X i are losed under omposition,
we may write XjLkLpLqL . . . X
j1k1
p1q1 = X
~j~k
~p~q = ±X i for some i.
We may deompose the L-qubit Hilbert spae V L into 4
subspaes, eah of whih has a dierent total orretion
X i. For any state within a given subspae V L[kl], we are
able to perform unit delity teleportation with any set
of measurement results. This deomposition turns out to
be independent of ~p and ~q [22℄. Deomposing the Hilbert
spae as
V L = V L[−−] ⊕ V L[−+] ⊕ V L[+−] ⊕ V L[++], (4)
the orretions are in 1-1 orrespondene with the assign-
ments given in Table I.
Physially, eah omponent of the deomposition or-
responds to all of the states whih will give the same
unitary orretion after the series of Bell basis measure-
ments. We refer to the 4 subspaes as Bell subspaes
sine they redue to the Bell basis in the two-qubit ase.
The deomposition of V L into 4 subspaes with dif-
ferent orretions turns out to be extremely useful in
understanding systems whih have ground states lying
entirely in one of these subspaes. We present several
model Hamiltonians for whih this is true. It is interest-
ing to note that all of these ground states are similar to
spin liquid states[9℄, sine every member of V L[kl] has every
1-qubit redued density matrix equal to 12I. Hene eah
site is also maximally entangled with the rest of the hain.
Any state in one of these subspaes has maximum loalis-
able entanglement with respet to Bell measurements[10℄.
Spin-
1
2 Next-Neighbour Hamiltonians. A family of
nearest- and next-nearest neighbour antiferromagneti
spin exhange Hamiltonians is parameterised, with β > 0
by
Hn,nn =
N∑
i=1
Sˆi.Sˆi+1 + βSˆi.Sˆi+2 (5)
for whih β = 12 yields the Majumdar-Ghosh Hamil-
tonian. The ground state of the Majumdar-Ghosh
Hamiltonian[11℄ is simply omprised of a tensor prod-
ut of singlets, ⊗N/2k=1|v0〉, and one may use this to per-
form unit delity teleportation with repeated Bell basis
measurements along the hain. However, it is possible
to show that the ground state of Eq. 5 for any value
of β > 0 lies within a Bell subspae, inluding the spe-
i ase of β = 0, whih orresponds to the Heisenberg
Hamiltonian.
More generally, it an be shown rigorously that any
quantum state with a total spin-0 lies within one of the
Bell subspaes, V L[kl], whih we outline as follows. Given
Ψ0 = v0 ⊗ . . . ⊗ v0, it is lear that Ψ0 must have total
spin 0. Further, any permutation of sites in Ψ0 must also
have spin 0, and belong to the same subspae, V L[j0k0][23℄.
In fat, it is possible to deompose every spin-0 state as
a sum over permutations of the sites of Ψ0[12℄. This
is known in the hemistry literature as resonant valene
bond theory[13℄.
It is interesting to note that for the antiferromagneti
Ising Hamiltonian[14℄, there are two degenerate prod-
ut form ground states, |Φ−〉 = |↑↓ . . . ↓〉 and |Φ+〉 =
|↓↑ . . . ↑〉. The deomposition of these will have equal
support in more than one Bell subspae.
∣∣Φ±〉 = (|+−}± |−−})⊗ . . .⊗ (|+−}± |−−})
However, the superposition, |Φ0〉 = 1√
2
(|Φ+〉− |Φ−〉) has
support on only one Bell subspae. Further, |Φ0〉 has
only one ebit[24℄ of entanglement - yet even so, we an
use this state to perform unit delity teleportation over
an arbitrary distane.
3Spin-1 Models. The AKLT model[15℄ an be related to
the antiferromagneti Heisenberg model for spin-1, and
is given by the spei ase of α = 13 in the lass of
Hamiltonians
HAKLT =
N∑
i=1
Sˆi.Sˆi+1 + α(Sˆi.Sˆi+1)
2
(6)
We may deompose eah spin-1 site, i, as two virtual
spin-
1
2 sites, i, i¯, and projet onto the spin-1 subspae.
For an N site hain with spin- 12 boundary onditions, we
may write the ground state of the AKLT model as[16℄
|ψAKLT 〉 = (⊗Nk=1Akk¯)|I〉 (7)
where |I〉 = ⊗Nk=0|Ik¯k+1〉 is a produt of singlets, and Akk¯
projets the spins at sites k and k¯ onto their symmetri
subspae. The operation of projeting out the singlet
omponents leaves the state in the Bell subspae whih
also ontains the singlet quantum states.
Verstraete et al.[16℄ show that the projetion onto Bell
states in the i⊗ i¯ spae is ahievable with only single par-
tile measurements. Hene, one an use only single par-
tile spin-1 measurement to teleport a spin- 12 state along
a AKLT hain. Moreover, a linear spin-1 Heisenberg an-
tiferromagneti may exhibit spin-
1
2 degrees of freedom at
the boundaries, as evidened by both numerial[17℄ and
experimental results[18℄. It may be possible to ouple
the target state into the spin hain by a Bell basis mea-
surement over the target state and the boundary spin-
1
2
degrees of freedom. Hene the entire teleportation prob-
lem may redue to an initial Bell basis measurement and
single partile measurements on spin-1 partiles (see also
[19℄).
Non-Bell basis Measurements. Experimentally, it is
very diult to perform Bell basis measurements diretly,
and we now onsider teleportation using only single par-
tile measurements. To aet a Bell basis measurement,
we may use the fat that there is a similarity transforma-
tion between Bell basis projetion operators and a prod-
ut of single partile projetions, by using an entangling
operation, U :
P j = U †P j22 P
j1
1 U (8)
where j1 and j2 are funtions of j set by the unitary,
U . Projetions onto dierent sites ommute, and hene,
we may deompose our Bell measurement protool as an
appliation of entangling unitaries onto the whole quan-
tum state, followed by a omplete set of single parti-
le projetive measurements. The redued requirements
of single partile measurements and entangling opera-
tions are very similar to the requirements for luster state
teleportation[6℄.
Fidelity. Our protool involves using a hannel quan-
tum state, |ψ〉, whih we believe to belong to the sub-
spae V L[pq], performing Bell basis measurements along
the hain, and then applying the appropriate orretion.
Let us deompose our hannel state as
|ψ〉 =
∑
i,j=±
ci,j |φi,j〉 (9)
where |φi,j〉 are orthonormal vetors, eah lying in sub-
spaes V L[ij]. The ondition that |ψ〉 lies within the sub-
spae V L[pq] implies ci,j = δi,pδj,q, whih is only approxi-
mately satised for real quantum states. Projeting into
the Bell basis yields the measurement result
∣∣∣~a~b
}
with
probability, p|~a~b}. If the target quantum state is |v〉,
then the resulting quantum state will be
∣∣∣~a~b
}
⊗|v′〉 where
|v′
~a~b
〉 ∝ ∑i,j=± ci,jX ij~a~b|v〉 is a superposition of dierent
orretions onto |v〉. The delity for a partiular state
|v〉 is given by F =
∣∣∣〈v′
~a~b
|Xpqab |v〉
∣∣∣
2
.
Teleportation Parameter. It is desirable to a dene a
quantity whih we an use to haraterise the delity of
teleportation ahievable by a measurement protool over
a quantum state. For this purpose, for any quantum spin
state |Ψ0〉, we dene a quantity
O(Ψ0) =
∑
α=x,y,z
∣∣〈Ψ0| ⊗Lk=1 σαk |Ψ0〉
∣∣
(10)
where |O| = 4 |cp,q|2 − 1.
We note that O(Ψ0) is related to non-loal orrela-
tions in |Ψ0〉, bearing some similarity to a string order
parameter[21℄. We now show that O(Ψ0) an be used to
give a lower bound on the delity of teleportation through
|Ψ0〉. When O is lose to 3, we satisfy the ondition
ci,j ≃ δi,pδj,q, with equality when O = 3.
The minimum possible delity given perfet Bell basis
projetions is a monotonially dereasing funtion of O,
as seen in Fig. 2. Note that the delity F is not uniquely
dened by O, also being dependent on |v〉 and the mea-
surement history. Furthermore, for an arbitrary hannel,
measurement in the Bell basis is not neessarily optimal.
These fats are reeted by the following inequality:
F ≥ O − 1
2
(11)
Generalisations. Generalisation to higher spin is pos-
sible, where a generalised N -Bell state is given by
|AB} =
N−1∑
i=0
ωBi|i(i+A)〉
where s = N−12 is the spin, ω =
N
√
1 is the primitive
Nth root of 1, and A,B ∈ {−s, . . . , s} and |ij〉 are the
42.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3
O
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1
Fidelity
Figure 2: Data points orrespond to the delity of teleporta-
tion for a range of target states. The delity is shown against
the quantity O as dened in Eq. 10 for 2000 4-qubit hannels.
The dashed line is a lower bound for these points and is given
by the inequality in Eq. 11. This learly shows a tendeny
towards a delity, F = 1 as O tends to 3.
usual two-partile spin-s basis states. In analogy to the
interpretation of σx as a bit ip, and and σz as a phase
ip, we introdue the permutation and phase orretion
matries as:
P =


0 1 0 . . . 0
0 0 1 . . . 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 0 0 . . . 1
1 0 0 . . . 0


Q =


1 0 . . . 0
0 ω . . . 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 0 . . . ωN−1


As in the ase of spin-
1
2 partiles, the orretions P
i
and
Qi for i = 1, 2, . . . , N form a group, and we may perform
exatly the same proedure of generalised Bell-basis mea-
surement, followed by a umulative orretion at the end
of the proedure.
Cluster State QC. By inspetion, the regular 2-site
luster state [6℄, | ↓↓〉 + | ↓↑〉 + | ↑↓〉 − | ↑↑〉 does not
lie in any of the Bell subspaes, V L[i,j], sine it is a linear
superposition of two Bell basis states. However, we may
rewrite this state as | ↓→〉+| ↑←〉, where | →〉 = | ↓〉+| ↑〉
and | ←〉 = | ↓〉 − | ↑〉 are the usual eigenvetors of σx.
This state now resembles a Bell state, and we may repeat
our entire onstrution by using the z, x basis rather than
the z, z basis. More generally it an be shown that the
1-dimensional L-qubit luster states of [6℄ an be mapped
to the subspae V L[++] through a sequene of loal unitary
transformations. This may be expeted, as our main re-
sult strongly resembles luster state methods in the use
of loal measurement and feed forward. The main dier-
ene is in the initialisation of the luster state, in whih
entanglement is provided by a series of ontrolled-phase
entangling gates, in ontrast to our requirement that the
spin system is in a Bell subspae.
We have shown that by using a Bell-basis measure-
ment protool, it is possible to deompose the Hilbert
spae into Bell subspaes, using a deomposition into
independent orretions. Further, we have shown that
if any quantum state belongs to a Bell subspae, then
we may perform unit delity teleportation with it, us-
ing only measurements in the generalised Bell basis. We
have presented several model Hamiltonians for whih the
ground state is amenable to our teleportation protool.
Some alternative measurement shemes have been pre-
sented, inluding a sheme for a spin-1 system. Finally,
we have presented a omplex number valued parameter
whose magnitude provides a lower bound on the delity
of teleportation using our measurement protool. Fi-
nally, we note that we have only onsidered the ability to
teleport one spin quantum state to an arbitrary site[25℄
within a spin hain. Thus, v0 and v0 ⊗ v0 both have
O = 3, despite having a dierent number of ebits. There
may be further insights to be gained into the entangle-
ment ontent of a system, by onsidering the ability to
teleport several spin states to arbitrary sites.
This work was supported by the Australian Researh
Counil. JPB thanks G. A. D. Briggs and the QIPIRC
at the University of Oxford for very kind hospitality.
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